MEDIA RELEASE

INFRASTRUCTURE VICTORIA TO SUPPORT INDUSTRY, PUBLIC
Consult Australia welcomes the passing by the Victorian Parliament of legislation to establish
Infrastructure Victoria.
“We congratulate all the parties that voted in favour of this legislation, as the benefits will be felt
by industry and consumers alike for years to come,” said Consult Australia Chief Executive,
Megan Motto.
“Consult Australia called for the establishment of Infrastructure Victoria, and then worked
closely with the then opposition to develop their policy.”
“Now that the legislation has passed the Parliament, we look forward to working with the
Government to ensure that Infrastructure Victoria is established in a way that fulfills its intended
objectives.”
“Infrastructure Victoria will play a crucial role in ensuring that important decisions around
infrastructure are based on expert advice rather than political considerations.”
“It will allow priority lists of projects to be developed based on considerations around what will
strengthen the Victorian economy, and improve quality of life, rather than who might vote which
way at the next election.”
“That means we can avoid repeating the mistakes of the East-West Link motorway project, and
that taxpayer dollars will go to developing infrastructure rather than paying out contracts.”
“While we’re never going to completely take the politics out of decision making around
infrastructure project selection, we can at least increase transparency as to what the expert
advice is, and force the relevant ministers to explain why they might have disregarded that,” Ms
Motto said.
“The development of 30 year long term infrastructure plans, together with short and medium
term priorities, also gives industry greater certainty, and allows us to plan for the future to
ensure we’re best able to meet the needs of projects as they are put out to market.”
“Once established, Infrastructure Victoria will maximise the taxpayer’s bang for their buck, and
ensure that Victorians get to enjoy world class infrastructure for years to come.”
Ends
4 September 2015
For further information or to arrange an interview, please contact Consult Australia’s CEO,
Megan Motto on 0411 104 458 or via email at megan@consultaustralia.com.au.
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About Consult Australia
Consult Australia is the leading not-for-profit association that represents the business interests
of consulting firms operating in the built and natural environment.
Our member firms include: AECOM, Beca, GHD, Jacobs, Calibre Consulting, Golder
Associates, Kellogg Brown & Root, SMEC, Opus International Consultants, Aurecon, Rider
Levett Bucknall, WSP/Parsons Brinckerhoff and Worley Parsons.
We represent an industry comprising some 48,000 firms across Australia, ranging from sole
practitioners through to some of Australia’s top 500 firms. Collectively, our industry is estimated
to employ over 240,000 people, and generate combined revenue exceeding $40 billion a year.
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